A Design of Resistance Optimization System for Unmanned Submersible Vehicle Based on Response Surface Method
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Abstract. Estimating the sailing resistance of unmanned submersible vehicle when navigating in the water is an important part for designing the hull profile. As there is no wave resistance when the unmanned submersible vehicle navigating in the water, so the main hull resistance mainly includes friction resistance and viscous pressure resistance. There are a lot factors affecting the resistance of the hull, including the length of bow, the length of stern, the length of middle body, the molded breadth, the molded depth, the design speed and the aspect ratio of rudder. The above factors have been selected as design variables of the resistance optimization system and the regression relationship between design variables and the frictional resistance viscous pressure resistance has been established by the response surface method, which can obtain the approximate function formula between the objective function, constraints and the design variables, providing a basis for the establishing of resistance optimization system. The design can be expanded to an overall situation by this method, then this complex disciplinary analysis can be separated from the optimization process, which can reduce the amount of calculation and optimization time. The application of polynomial response surface method in resistance optimization system has been studied in this paper and the accuracy of five polynomial response surface functions also have been studied, which reflected that the accuracy of second-order response surface is better than that of the first-order and third-order response surface. The response surface of wet area of the hull have a high fitting accuracy.

Introduction

Response Surface Method, which is called RSM for short, is a approximation method of system response, based on multiple fitting ideas[1]. Precise relationship between the design and dependent variables can be obtained by this method with few test points, which can be expressed by a simple algebraic relationship. Experimental design theory was adopted in response surface method in the design space for testing the given set of design points to get a response surface model of the objective function, which can predict the response value of non-pilot points[2]. Therefore, when dealing with the analysis of multi-factors, the regression relationship between a dependent variable and multiple independent variables can be obtained by this method[3].

Currently, the neural network and polynomial response surface methods are the more commonly used global approximation methods[4]. The basic concept is that, the numerical model is replaced by a polynomial with a clear expression of form to reflect the approximate relationship between the objective function and the design variables. This method can been used in the optimized design[5][6], which can solve that how to establish the approximate function between the objective function, constraints and design variables through reasonable design of experiment.

In this paper, the AUV of AUTOSUB is the research object. Using multiple response surface equations and the database of CFD numerical results, the design of resistance optimization system has been established. Finally, five kinds of different response surface equations of wet area of hull, the viscous pressure resistance and friction resistance have been established to study the accuracy of the five kinds of response surface polynomial functions.
Polynomial Response Surface

As the relationship between the dependent and independent variables is unknown, so choosing what kind of function formula will largely affect the fitting accuracy of the response surface. Generally, two requirements should be considered. On one hand, on the precondition of that the mathematical expression can describe the real function, the mathematical expression of response surface function should be as simple as possible. On the other hand, when designing the response surface function, the number of undetermined coefficients should be minimized, in order to reduce the workload of physical experiments or numerical analysis[7][8]. The common forms of polynomial functions of response surface are showed as follows.

linear equation:
\[ \tilde{y} = \alpha_0 + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \alpha_j x_j \]  
(1)

Quadratic equation without cross-terms
\[ \tilde{y} = \alpha_0 + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \alpha_j x_j + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \alpha_{jj} x_j^2 \]  
(2)

Quadratic equation with cross-terms
\[ \tilde{y} = \alpha_0 + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \alpha_j x_j + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{i=j+1}^{n} \alpha_{ij} x_i x_j + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \alpha_{jj} x_j^2 \]  
(3)

Cubic equation without cross-terms
\[ \tilde{y} = \alpha_0 + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \alpha_j x_j + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \alpha_{jj} x_j^2 + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \alpha_{jjj} x_j^3 \]  
(4)

Cubic equation with cross-terms
\[ \tilde{y} = \alpha_0 + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \alpha_j x_j + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{i=j+1}^{n} \alpha_{ij} x_i x_j + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{i=j+1}^{n} \sum_{k=j+2}^{n} \alpha_{ijk} x_i x_j x_k \]  
(5)

The equations above can be expressed into unified form, which has been shown as follows.
\[ \tilde{y} = \sum_{j=0}^{k} \alpha_j x_j \]  
(6)

Where k is the number of undetermined coefficients; α is the uniform coefficient; \( \tilde{y} \) is dependent variable; x is independent variable;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The form of function</th>
<th>The number of undetermined coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>linear equation</td>
<td>n+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic equation without cross-terms</td>
<td>2n+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic equation with cross-terms</td>
<td>(n+1)(n+2)/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubic equation without cross-terms</td>
<td>(n2+5n+2)/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubic equation with cross-terms</td>
<td>(3n2+3n+2)/2(n=2),(n3+3n2+14n+6)/6(n&gt;2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To determine the coefficient \( \alpha \), m times (m \( \geq \) k) independent tests should be done, and each test should has different values, which can get a response value corresponding to m sample points, and the response surface matrix has been established as follows:
\[ XB - Y = E \]  
(7)

Where X is the matrix of variable values; Y is the matrix of response values; B is the matrix of coefficients; E is the error matrix;
The least squares method and the theory of matrix analysis are used to minimize the system error.

\[
S(\beta) = \|E\|^2 = (XB - Y)^T (XB - Y) \rightarrow \min
\]

(8)

\[
\nabla S(\beta) = \nabla((XB - Y)^T (XB - Y)) = 2(XB - Y)^T X = 0
\]

(9)

\[
B = (X^T X)^{-1} X^T Y
\]

(10)

The accuracy of the response surface can be expressed by correlation coefficient, corrected correlation coefficient and the root mean square error.

\[
R^2 = 1 - \frac{SS_e}{SS_T}, \quad R_a^2 = 1 - \frac{SS_e/(n-m)}{SS_T/(n-1)} \quad \text{RMSE} = \sqrt{SS_e/(n-m)}
\]

(11)

\[
SS_T = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \bar{y})^2 \quad SS_e = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \hat{y})^2
\]

(12)

where \(R^2\) is the correlation coefficient; \(R_a^2\) is the corrected correlation coefficient; \(\text{RMSE}\) is the root mean square error.

The correlation coefficient is a value changing between 0 to 1, which is closer to 1, the error value is smaller, the more accurate fitting equation is, and with the increase of the number of independent variables, the value of correlation coefficient increases. Considering the influence of the number of parameters, when the number of parameters increase the corrected correlation coefficient not necessarily increases, so, the accuracy of the fitting equations of different number of parameters can be compared by the corrected correlation coefficient. The root mean square error is an unbiased estimate of response equation, the smaller the value of the root mean square error is, the higher the accuracy of the response surface is.

The Design of Resistance Optimization System of Submersible Vehicle

In this paper, the AUV of AUTOSUB is the research object. Considering factors that affect the resistance of the hull navigating in the water, sixteen geometric models have been constructed and numerically simulated by CFD, which created the database of navigating resistance. The response surface equations of wet area of hull, the volume of hull and the viscous pressure resistance have been established to establish the resistance optimization system of the AUV. The flow chart of the resistance optimization system for Unmanned Submersible Vehicle has been shown in Fig.1. And the specific process of establishing the resistance optimization system has been shown as follows.

Friction resistance:

\[
R_f = (C_f + \Delta C_f) \frac{1}{2} \rho V_s^2 S
\]

(13)

\[
C_f = \frac{0.075}{(\log \text{Re} - 2)^2}
\]

(14)

Where \(\text{Re}\) is Reynolds Number; \(\rho\) is the density of water; \(S\) is the wet area of the hull; \(V_s\) is the velocity of the AUV; \(\Delta C_f\) is the additional roughness coefficient; \(C_f\) is coefficient of resistance;

1) The response surface of wet area of hull:

\[
S / D^2 = f_1(L_{\alpha} / D, L_m / D, L_{\alpha} / D, \lambda)
\]

(15)

2) The response surface of the volume of hull:

\[
V / D^3 = f_2(L_{\alpha} / D, L_m / D, L_{\alpha} / D, \lambda)
\]

(16)
3) The response surface of the viscous pressure resistance:

\[
R_v, \Delta = f_3(L_b / D, L_m / D, L_a / D, \log Re)
\]  

(17)

Where \(L_b\) is the length of bow; \(L_m\) is the length of middle body; \(L_a\) is the length of stern; \(D\) is the average value of molded breadth and molded depth; \(\lambda\) is the aspect ratio of the rudder; \(Re\) is the reynolds number;

4) Design variables of the resistance optimization system are the length of bow, the length of middle body, the length of stern, the molded breadth, the molded depth, the aspect ratio of the rudder and the velocity of ship.

5) Admiralty coefficient has been selected as the objective function, which is shown as follows.

\[
C_{sp} = \frac{V^3 \Delta^{2/3}}{P_s} = \frac{V^2 \Delta^{1/3} \eta_p \eta_l \eta_n}{R_t}
\]  

(18)

6) Constraints Conditions:

Balance between buoyancy and displaced weight:

\[\nabla = L B H C\]  

(19)

Balance between effective thrust and resistance:

\[N_e K_r \rho N^2 D_s^4 (1-t) = R_t\]  

(20)

Balance between torque received by screw from main engine and torque from hydrodynamic resistance:

\[\frac{\eta_s \eta_p \rho}{2 \pi N} = K_d \rho N^2 D_p^5\]  

(21)

![Fig. 1 The Flow Chart of the Resistance Optimization System for Unmanned Submersible Vehicle](image)

**Accuracy Analysis of Response Surface**

Through analyzing different response surface equations, including the response surface of wet area of hull, the response surface of viscous pressure resistance and the response surface of friction resistance, which use the AUTOSUB as the research object, to study the accuracy of five kinds of functions of response surface including linear equation, quadratic equation without cross-terms, quadratic equation with cross-terms, cubic equation without cross-terms and cubic equation with cross-terms.
As can be seen from the figures above including Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.4, the quadratic equations with cross-terms have the highest correlation coefficient and the highest corrected correlation coefficient, the lowest root mean square error. So, the response surface of the quadratic equations with cross-terms has the highest accuracy. The cubic equations without cross-terms have the lowest correlation coefficient and the lowest corrected correlation coefficient, which reflects its low fitting accuracy.

Comparing the response surface equations of wet area of hull, the quadratic equations with cross-terms has the highest accuracy, but the cubic equations without cross-terms has the lowest accuracy. In addition, comparing the response surface equations of viscous pressure resistance and friction resistance, the quadratic equations with cross-terms has the highest accuracy, but the linear equation has the lowest accuracy. What’s more, the quadratic equation without cross-terms has the best fitting accuracy except the quadratic equation with cross-terms, so, the response surface of quadratic equation has the best fitting accuracy.
Conclusion

In this paper, the AUV of AUTOSUB is the research object. The resistance optimization system has been established through constructing the response surfaces of wet area of hull, volume of hull and the viscous pressure resistance. Finally, five kinds of different response surface equations of wet area of hull, the viscous pressure resistance and friction resistance have been established to study the accuracy of the five kinds of response surface polynomial functions using the correlation coefficient, the corrected correlation coefficient and the root mean square error as standards. Studies have shown that the response surface of quadratic equation has the best fitting accuracy and the response surface can be used to construct the resistance optimization system, which can simplify the whole optimization system and providing a design concept for the further optimization design.
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